
QUADS BEACH BATTLE SCHEDULES
RULES & REGULATIONS

Positive encouragement, good sportsmanship, and having fun is required!
Thank you for registering and we look forward to seeing you play.
REGISTERED ATHLETES - GRADUATION YEARS OF 2024-2029

NOMEMBERSHIP NEEDED - ALL ATHLETES WELCOME

DATE DAY TIME

June 29, 2024 Saturday 2pm-8pm

August 11, 2024 Sunday 2pm-8pm

Event Format
- Sign up in groups of 4.

- 3 girls 1 boy or 2 girls 2 boys
- Pool play followed by a single elimination bracket. All teams make playoffs
- We will have 3 divisions for our Beach Battle Tournaments held at The Sandlot.

- 14U, 16U, 18U based on the graduation years above.
Pool Play Scoring

- 6 Team Pool: 1 game to 28 NO Cap win by 2 pts; rally scoring
- 5 Team Pool: 1 game to 28 NO CAP win by 2 pts; rally scoring
- 4 Team Pool: 1 game to 28 NO CAP win by 2 pts; rally scoring
- 3 Team Pool: 2 games to 21 NO CAP win by 2 pts; rally scoring
- You will switch sides on multiples of 7

Single Elimination Tournament Bracket Scoring
- Best of 3: 2 games to 21, if needed the 3rd game will go to 15 NO CAP win by 2 pts; rally scoring
- Games to 21 you will switch on multiples of 7. Games to 15 you will switch on multiples of 5.

Rules and Regulations of Quads
THERE IS NO COED RULE
Tips: No open hand tips. Role shots, poke, cobra are options.
Double Contact: Players may double a hard driven ball. Hands do not need to be together. No setting the serve.
Let serves and foot digs: Legal
Blocking: Is not counted as a team contact in quads.
Setting:Must be clean! When the ball is set into the opponent's court, the setter's shoulders must be "Squared Up"
or Perpendicular to the line of flight of the ball.
Time Outs: Each team is allowed two 30 second timeouts per set. Timeout may be called prior to serve-receiving the
ball on either side of the court.
Side Changes: Teams should switch sides of the court after every 7 points are scored all together in games to 21 or
28. For games to 15 every 5 points combined.
Balls called “in” or “out”: Players are honest and call in or out. If we have refs they will have final say if there is a
conflict. They may use the ball mark to aid in the decision. Replay point if unsure.



Warm-Ups: Captains meet and flip a coin or rock, paper, scissors to determine: Serve/ Receive/ Side and Ball. 10
minutes shared warmups for the first round of play for the day. 5 minutes shared for all other matches. You may
warm up off the court just don’t interfere with other matches being played.
Score: Players announce score before serving. If we have refs they will have final say on score if there is a discrepancy.
Parents/Spectators please do not intervene with the score. Allow players to do it themselves.
Interference: Players are allowed to go under the “centerline” of the court as long as there is NO CONTACT or
interference.
Screen: Serve receive player may call “SCREEN” if a player is blocking the view of the server. The player must move so
vision is restored. If a ball is accidentally served because the server does not hear the call, an automatic re-serve
occurs.
If there are Refs: Both players of the assigned team are required to ref and sit at the court. They will have final say on
all calls during the game when there are conflicts. Refs are responsible for turning in the final scores with the
winning team circled - to the tournament director. At no time should there be any yelling. Please contact the
tournament director if you have any questions about a call or feel you are being treated disrespectfully. Let's be
positive, have fun and have great sportsmanship!
All players are on their honor and need to make their own calls on their side of the sand. If there is a
discrepancy we discuss in a positive manner and refs will make the final call. Every serve must result in a
point, side-out, or a replay. Captains need to be responsible for their team.

The Sandlot Facility Rules & Policies
All Events at The Sandlot will be staffed and supervised with MSC Staff for your safety and the comfort of all
our guests. Please adhere to the following:

1. At The Sandlot the safety of the athletes, players, and spectators are our top priority!
2. Personal items are not allowed inside the netting of our sand courts and The Sandlot &

MSC cannot be held responsible for lost or stolen items.
3. Water bottles, snacks, and chairs are allowed. Please clean up after yourself and

properly dispose of any garbage into the garbage cans. Food tables and coolers are not
allowed inside the netting of our sand courts.

4. All drinks inside the netting of our sand courts need to have a lid or cover. Water and
sports drinks are the only beverages allowed on the sands surface. NO GLASS!

5. No jewelry, exposed metal, or hard unyielding plastic on braces are allowed.
6. No smoking, alcohol, or illegal drugs allowed inside or outside the premises of The

Sandlot or the MSC facility.
7. No firearms or weapons allowed inside or outside the premises of The Sandlot or the

MSC facility.
8. Athletes and participants are only allowed on the sand and playing areas of The Sandlot.

Spectators and fans we ask that you watch from outside the 6 court netting in your cars
or outside The Sandlot. Feel free to bring pop up canopies and tailgate on the grass
along the east side of the courts.

9. Water fountains and restrooms are located inside the MSC indoor location. We ask that
if athletes need to enter the MSC they do so prior to playing. We don’t want sand tracked
inside our facility.

10. Before entering the doors of our indoor facility, athletes MUST wash off all sand before
entering the MSC. There is a rinse off area located to the right of our indoor facility
entrance.



The Sandlot Player Conduct & Establishment Policy
Violations of these rules will result in disciplinary action against a player or team including, but not limited
to, disqualification from the league, and ejection from the premises.

1. Physical or verbal harassment of The Sandlot and MSC staff members, athletes and
participants from other teams or your own, and any other patrons of any form will not be
tolerated.

a. Any repeated or excessively inappropriate behavior will not be tolerated and may
result in a player/team ejection or suspension.

b. Suspended/ejected players or teams will NOT receive a refund.
2. Children must be accompanied by an adult at all times.

a. At no point are children allowed inside the sand surfaces.
b. The Sandlot & the MSC facility is not responsible for any unattended children.

3. If you bring your dog, it is your responsibility to clean up after them. They are not allowed
on the courts or the sand around them.

The Sandlot Playing Areas & Equipment
1. Volleyballs will be supplied by Milwaukee Sting Volleyball Center. If they go over the

boundaries of The Sandlot (netting around all 6 courts, parking lot, and areas around our
facility) please help find and let the tournament manager know right away if lost.

2. Each net will be at the correct height upon entry. Every net will have antennas. The lines
of the sand volleyball courts will be at doubles measurements. If they come up, please
notify the tournament manager right away.

3. Poles, supports, wooden dowels, and net cables are out of play. If the ball contacts any
of these it will be a dead ball.

4. A ball is considered in bounds if it touches the line or makes the line move. A ball is
considered out of bounds if it lands completely outside of the sand court or touches any
object outside of the court.

5. Netting around all 6 of our courts at The Sandlot will be considered out of play.
6. We ask that you do not hang, grab, lean, or put anything on or around the netting of the

6 courts.

What to Bring:
1. Towel
2. Extra t-shirt
3. Water bottles (Bring a lot)
4. Cold rags
5. Folding chair
6. Sunscreen
7. Sunglasses
8. Snacks (Please clean up after yourself)
9. Canopy if you have one or umbrella for shade
10. We will provide volleyballs for all courts. Do not bring your own.


